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ABSTRACT Cloud computing has now become a very standardised concept in our society. However,

many modern applications need a better level of security that includes saving data from internal breaches.

Thus, cloud databases need effective security mechanisms to keep track of data modifications. This paper

will introduce the enhanced structure of cloud relational database (RDB) based on blockchain technology

(BC) named BC over cloud-RDB. To provide the client with an effective self-verification process to detect

and prevent erroneous manipulation of RDBs. We proposed two systems to improve cloud-RDB: agile BC-

based RDB and secure BC-based RDB. Both are distributed among several cloud service providers based on

the Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus. Additionally, both rely on linking records to each other using the

SHA-256. At the same time, secure BC-based RDB uses a proof-of-work consensus to make data offensive

operation impossible. Based on both systems’ performance and security analysis, the agile BC-based RDB

is highly suggested for the high throughput database. On the other hand, the secure BC-based RDB is

recommended for RDB that contains sensitive data and low throughput performance. The improved RDB is

flexible and can be operated based on the data owner’s specifications.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Cloud Computing, Confidentiality, Homomorphic Encryption, Integrity,

Privacy, Relational Database.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
ETASTRUCTURE is a crucial difference between

cloud computing and classical IT infrastructure. It

includes network-enabled and remotely accessible manage-

ment control components [1]. The cloud service provider

(CSP) manages cloud computing systems remotely and runs

the cloud smoothly. Furthermore, cloud computing con-

tributes to double up on each layer of its infrastructure. It

includes a physical layer responsible for creating the cloud

and the virtual layer used and managed by the end-user

(client) [2]. Therefore, cloud computing provides on-demand

unlimited virtual storage and various resources to afford

better computing power. Since cloud computing is based on a

pay-as-use system, it is financially viable [3]. In addition, the

distributed design of data storage promises to save data from

loss by frequently producing backups.

Typically, there is an agreement between the cloud users

and CSPs to agree on the type and quality of the service

provided by CSPs [4]. Cloud computing platforms keep

the client data inside cloud databases, whether structured

or unstructured. The structured data is attributed to being

inside the cloud relational databases (RDB), the most famous

renewed databases available [5]. A relational database man-

agement system (RDBMS) uses different languages, usually

Standard Query Language (SQL). It can store interlinked

data in tabular forms, which allow applications to access

the data. These tabular databases are also called relations,

and they are collections of records with similar attributes

[6]. Thus, RDB offers several advantages in documentation,

simplification, consistency, location integrity and reliability

[7]. [8] demonstrated that SQL for processing database ap-

plications in the cloud can execute more complex queries

than other alternatives. It also enables transactions, ensuring

that atomic modifications are made to the data while keeping

one complete copy from which all other data is copied [9].

The most trending used cloud products based on RDB are

Google BigQuery, Azure SQL Database, Amazon Redshift,

and many more [10]. This study focuses on data security in

the RDB stored in cloud computing servers.

Even with all the advantages of cloud computing, it still

faces some challenges. According to the Cloud Security

Alliance (CSA) [11], the most prominent of which is data
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security. [12] revealed that it is possible to compromise client

data through different cloud computing layers. That may

affect different data security requirements such as; privacy,

confidentiality, integrity, and loss in some cases [13]. The

cloud metastructure is where data are processed in the cloud

and could be physically located at any data centre worldwide,

is the main reason behind this dilemma [14]. In other words,

the responsibility for data is transferred entirely from the

client’s hands to the burden of CSP.

Moreover, cloud computing management is centralised

control, which creates fear in clients of losing control over

their data. Since internal threats are the leading cause of more

than 60% of data breaches [17]. Searching for a trusted CSP

is not an easy task as it cannot guarantee the reliability of

its employees [18]. Also, [19] indicates the CSPs themselves

have the right to amend terms and conditions that may

affect client data whenever they want. Another factor is poor

data protection policies and the growing number of devices

that can access sensitive data. Furthermore, according to

the Computer Security Institute (CSI) survey [20], it was

found that the proportion of internal breaches is more severe

than foreign counterparts. That is because insiders know the

system and attack valuable records, while outsiders steal

what they have accessed. Internal attacks are also costly as

stated in [21], the current average annual cost of an internal

attack comes in at US $13.7 million per year for risks that

take more than 90 days to resolve. In contrast, those that take

less than 30 days to fix cost an average of US $7.12 million.

A. RELATED WORKS

In conventional RDBMS, the data owner is responsible for

managing and tracking the database. These tasks are passed

to CSP once switching to the cloud servers. While keeping

the local services accountable for these tasks violates the

principle of cloud computing. Thus, insiders and the relation-

ships between data items can play a critical role in launching

internal attacks. At the same time, the knowledge base of the

insider includes the values of the data items that the insider

has previously accessed. Such is, it symbolises the history

accesses to data records by insiders [22], [23]. Therefore,

several studies such as [24]–[27] exploited the knowledge

bases to track the accumulated knowledge of insiders. [24],

[25] addressed some internal attacks in cloud RDB, and

they suggested similar models mitigate these attacks and im-

prove the data availability. Whereas [26], [27] presented risk

estimation models depending on Mobile Edge Computing

(MEC). In comparison, [27] suggested the use of MEC to

create knowledge graphs and dependency graphs for each

insider.

In different applied methods in preventing attacks, [28]

suggested a manageable model, which catches and blocks

internal threats at policy enforcement points side with min-

imal cost on the performance of policy application points

and policy decision points. Also, [29] linked the effective

detection of internal attacks that occur via masquerading with

user behaviours in different environments.

Meanwhile, [30]–[33] have relied on a combination of

encryption schemes to prevent data breaches. They depend on

the concept that no single cryptosystem can support all types

of queries. Despite the different proposed methods suggested

in this field, they are unanimous in using homomorphic

encryption (HE).

Some researchers have adopted blockchain technology

(BC) to raise security efficiency in the cloud. For example,

[34] formulate a blockchain-based secret-data sharing model.

That allows personal health record system users to access

their records from cloud storage after verifying their identi-

ties through BC. In the same vein, in health, [35] presented a

similar framework for securing outsourced electronic health

records using BC technology. Several papers have also ap-

plied the distribution architecture of BC technology in the

Internet of Things (IoT). [36] proposed a hierarchical and

scalable BC-based trust management protocol, which is re-

silient against known malicious attacks, like bad-mouthing,

ballot-stuffing and cooperative attacks. Also, [37] proposed

using the tensor train in cloud-fog computing for industrial

data applications, which promises to secure that user’s data

are saved private against clouds and fogs. [38] used BC

to tackle the reliability challenges in cyber-physical-social

systems, which resulted in a decentralised model for a data-

sharing platform between multiple cyber-physical-social data

providers.

Also, databases have embraced BC technology in the

industry. For example, Hyperledger Fabric [39] debuted to

provide no-tamper data storage features. However, the Fabric

state database supports a narrower range of SQL queries than

other RDBs. Another example of databases based on BC

technology is BigchainDB [40]. That uses MongoDB [41] as

the primary database. Indicating that it only performs NoSql

queries and excludes the high capacity features of RDBs.

In addition, LedgerDB [42] offers BC services that assure

data integrity and non-repudiation at several levels. However,

unlike typical RDBs, this platform only allows a single data

table, focused on documenting transactions between users

rather than keeping different sorts of information. Also,

EthernityDB [43] relied on maintaining all the database data

on the Ethereum network. Accordingly, any query process

will be done through smart contracts. Nevertheless, this

system faces several limitations, including restricting query

operations and their efficiency.

Previous studies have sought to prove their efficiency

in ensuring the availability of client data against internal

breaches. However, none of these studies was concerned

with the integrity of the computations applied to the data.

The CSP can exploit a requested tampering query authorised

by the client to violate that query. The seriousness of these

violations lies in the client’s inability to detect them even

if the data is encrypted. Because it occurs with a legal

appearance and through an entity authorised to change. This

work contributes to the decentralisation of CSP authority on

client data. Also, it examines how the client can verify that

the CSP implement the requested queries without alteration.
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While [44] is the most relevant work to our research goal

as they are trying to develop database security using BC.

They proposed a TDRB middleware that relies on hashing

critical data in the RDB and migrating it to the BC syn-

chronously. Although the study demonstrated its ability to

detect tampering with data, it has many gaps. First, this

proposal was limited to detecting data manipulation and did

not promise a radical solution to prevent internal violations.

Second, the suggestion can be applied to stored data but is

not compatible with data exposed to external processes as in

cloud computing.
Lately, [45] generated a model of distributed CSPs to

frequently release their masterhashes within the Bitcoin and

Ethereum network. The client performs a self-verification

process after a particular time. Therefore, the study promises

to save the computed data from different breaches and at-

tacks. We will develop this proposal by adopting the com-

ponents of BC within the cloud RDB. Hence, tracking and

restricting CSP changes over the database and determining

which record is affected by the internal attack.
According to [1], pointed out the basic security require-

ments, which the utilised countermeasures must provide to

preserve data from internal violations, and are as follows:

• Data privacy: ensure that the client has the right to

control how his data is handled and processed.

• Data confidentiality: ensure that client data is not dis-

closed to any unauthorised entity.

• Data integrity: ensure the new processing operations

are not random and as requested by the client and guar-

antee data consistency throughout its entire lifecycle.

In our proposal to enhance RDB security against internal

threats and other data breaches, we suggest encrypting data

using HE. A malleable public key cryptosystem maintains

data confidentiality and privacy during various external SQL

queries without decryption. However, encryption alone does

not guarantee all security requirements. To fulfil the integrity

of the processed data from internal breaches and eliminate

the central authority of CSP, this study relies on BC. It is

a trusted technology that uses well-known computer science

mechanisms, standard cryptographic features, and record-

keeping principles. In this paper, we will simulate the essen-

tial components of BC to apply in RDB that is stored and

processed in the cloud computing environment. Thus placing

significant restrictions against internal abuses and revoke the

central authority of CSP. Furthermore, the proposed system

does not interfere with the encrypting process description.

Therefore, it is suitable for all HE cryptosystems.
Next Section II explains the detail of the HE and BC

components that were used in establishing our proposal. Then

the proposed BC over cloud-RDB design concept is high-

lighted in Section III. Section IV will prove the concept and

explain the protocol of running the proposal. Then, Section

V discusses the theoretical analysis of the proposed system

in terms of security level, implementation, overhead cost and

performance. Concluding remarks and an evaluation of the

proposal is written in the last section, Section VI.

II. DESIGN PRELIMINARIES

This paper provides an optimal solution based on encrypting

data using HE cryptosystems and simulating BC technology

in the cloud RDB structure. In coming Subsections II-A and

II-B further explanations about both.

A. ENCRYPT DATA USING HOMOMORPHIC

ENCRYPTION (HE)

HE is a type of asymmetric cryptosystem in which data is

encoded into ciphertext via public key, and decryption is

done using a private key. Arising from its similarity, the

specific character of the HE cryptosystem enables the system

to perform operations on the encrypted data even when there

is no access to the private decryption key. When the same

arithmetic operation is used, the same result is achieved re-

garding the raw data. In Mathematics, an encryption is homo-

morphic, if from Enc(x) and Enc(y), it is therefore possible

to calculate Enc(f (x, y)), where f can be: +, ×, ⊕ and

without the use of the private key [46].

To use HE cryptosystems, a client should undertake dual

operations (keys generation and encryption operations) be-

fore outsourcing the data to the cloud. Furthermore, CSP is

given the authorisation to undertake evaluation operations on

the encrypted data. Once the client wants to return the raw

data, a decryption operation is performed. Practically, the

client needs to start with KeyGen operation to get two keys

represented as a public key (Puk) and a private key (Prk).
Enc process ensues as the subsequent stage. Subsequently,

the client uses the Puk to encrypt the data and send the

produced ciphertext together with Puk to the CSP repository.

Each time the client wants to update outsourced ciphertext,

they can authorise CSP to carry out Eval operation, which

produces a new ciphertext. As soon as the client receives the

resultant ciphertext, they can operate the Dec operation using

data’ Prk to get back the raw data.

The features of HE cryptosystems have evolved, starting

with a system that can evaluate one type of process (either

addition or multiplication) at a time called Partial Homo-

morphic Encryption (PHE) [47]. Hence, advanced systems

promised from the above to implement both arithmetic oper-

ations simultaneously, but for a limited number of processes

known as Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SWHE)

[48]. Up to a complete system, both operations can be applied

without limitation to the number of times that arithmetic

operations can be applied, known as Fully Homomorphic

Encryption (FHE) [49]. From then on, HE cryptosystem

has attracted a lot of interest in different fields and studies

conducted found more specific characteristics and typologies

fitting it. Our proposal is perfect for any HE cryptosystem the

client decides to use before sending data to the cloud server.

Works of literature have proven the quality of various HE

cryptosystems in providing outsourced storing and comput-

ing services with the utmost privacy and confidentiality [50]–

[52]. All HE cryptosystems achieve data confidentiality by

giving the Puk information to apply the assigned mathe-

matical operations. Also, these cryptosystems have proven
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their competence in preserving data privacy by not allowing

unauthorised parties to modify the data.

However, HE is malleable in nature, making it impossible

to achieve IND-CCA2 security notation [54]. Theorem 1

proves that although the adversary cannot distinguish the

ciphertext (ci) information, he can apply an adaptive chosen-

ciphertext attack. [53] indicated the IND-CCA2 attacks in

the cloud environment that CSP could carry out without the

client’s knowledge.

Theorem II.1. If a cryptosystem is an HE cryptosystem, then

it cannot be IND-CCA2 secure.

Proof. The client begins preparing the keys using KeyGen
process. Then Puk is used to Enc the data and send these

resulted ciphertexts EncPuk(ci) to the cloud servers. As such

the CSP will have ciphertexts c0 and c1, and has received a

challenge EncPuk(cb) from which it must be established if

b = 0 or b = 1. The CSP may therefore asks the encryp-

tion of some known constant k, and consequently deploy

the homomorphic features of the cryptosystem to calculate

EncPuk(cb) × EncPuk(k) = Enc(cb + k). The CSP then

relays a decryption query to the oracle in order to understand

cb + k, and can simply establish which of c0 or c1 is the

challenge.

Since the cloud is a centralised management system, and

HE cannot achieve superior security against data integrity,

The client’s data is still vulnerable to internal threats that

may lead to loss or manipulation in the database without dis-

closing it. As such, cloud clients cannot rely on the primary

relationship structure between them and CSP. To eliminate

any internal threats and breaches of the database, we will

rely on BC technology. It is a reliable technology since it

is related to data immutability, transparency and traceability,

and characterised by decentralisation of management. In this

paper, we will mimic BC into cloud RDB infrastructure.

B. RELATED BLOCKCHAIN (BC) COMPONENTS

Generally, BC is a type of database that brings information

together into groups, known as blocks. Each block contains

groups of information within a specific capacity, e.g., Bit-

coin blocks have the cryptocurrency exchange information

between nodes. Nodes who are involved in the network com-

municate without a central authority in peer-to-peer fashion

[55].

BC database establishes an irreversible timetable of data

when applied in the network. Once the block is completed,

it is proven correct and becomes part of the chain. The exact

timestamp is given to each block in the chain as it is attached

to the chain [56]. The timestamp is a hash code generated by

a mathematical function that converts numeric information

into a string of numbers and letters. If this information

exposes to alteration, then the hash code is also changed [57].

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-256 has been adopted

in various projects built on the BC. For example, it is a

significant part of Bitcoin mining. The fact behind the dis-

tinction of this algorithm is that it is a deterministic function,

fast in computation, resistant to pre-image and second-image

attacks, and collision-resistant. [58], [59]. This paper relies

on the SHA-256 algorithm to take advantage of its security

features.

Mining is a network-wide competition among nodes to fix

new blocks to the BC. For illustration, in the Bitcoin network,

every 10 min on average, Bitcoin develops a mathematical

riddle built on SHA-256 [60]. The Proof-of-Work (PoW) is

a mathematical mechanism used to find the input solution

i of SHA-256 of two variables concatenated: the nonce

variable s and the produced record hash Px, as explained in

Equation (1) [61].

i = nonce(s)||recordhash(Px) (1)

The nonce is the variable used to produce different outputs

of a cryptographic function; it is also the key value of

adjusting the target difficulty [60]. The target T is a 256-bit

value indicating the correct PoW value. So that the value of

PoW must be equal to or below the maximum target value.

The number of possible solutions reduces with increasing the

number of leading zeros, making PoW more difficult. The

easiest PoW, which is the highest possible value for T is

given as Tmax = 2224.

The target difficulty regulates the speed of creating a new

record. It is the ratio between the maximum target and the

current target, as shown in Equation (2). After n blocks, the

network’s average block time is assessed; if it is longer than

the estimated block time, the PoW difficulty level is reduced

and vice versa.

D =
Tmax

Tc

(2)

Afterwards, each newly mined block distributes across

the network, whereby each node verifies it separately before

adding it to the BC. After attaching the valid new block, the

building of a new block starts on top of this block. As such,

a collective effort between nodes through the network means

that the BC is continuously developed.

III. PROPOSAL DESIGN

The design of BC over cloud-RDB is based on simulating

BC security components over the RDB stored and processed

in cloud servers. This study is an improved proposal of

[45] to provide a client self-verification system that detects

and restricts internal threats applied to data computations in

the cloud. The following subsections discuss the generated

systems’ network structure and system protocol to facilitate

the concept proposal.

A. SYSTEM NETWORK SETUP

This system follows [45] in hiring at least four CSPs to

participate in the network of computations by simulating

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) consensus [62]. The BFT

statement indicates that the upper limit on Byzantine faults

f should be less than the number of included nodes over
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FIGURE 1: BC over cloud-RDB Flow Diagram.

3 as f < N/3 [63]. Thus, at least N = 4 CSPs act as a

solo server on a full copy of the client’s database. In other

words, the client will privately distribute the database to four

CSPs instead of a single central CSP. Autonomously they are

responsible for storing, managing, and producing new data

records. Moreover, CSPs are connected independently with

the client to prevent a 51% attack (when adversaries control

over 50% of the network) [64].
This proposal aspires for the client to reach a consen-

sus on the integrity of the applied changes through self-

verification. Therefore, during a particular time, the client

asks each CSP to send their RDB-signature independently.

The received RDB-signature values determine whether each

CSP is processing correctly and the data has not been at-

tacked. Accordingly, the client takes advantage of the various

cloud computing services with security optimisation. A flow

diagram of our proposal BC over cloud-RDB is illustrated in

Fig. 1.
Initially, the client uses HE cryptosystems to encrypt the

data and store it in the proposed RDB. Then, the client

clones this database according to the number of hired CSPs.

Finally, the client releases this database confidentially into

hired CSPs. The query mechanism is either a request of ser-

vices over homomorphically encrypted data or a verification

request of the previously applied processes.
Once a query is requested, all CSPs must first apply the

required computations over the homomorphically encrypted

data and then store it in a new record. Then, they have to link

the new record with the record that precedes using SHA-256.

Thus, forming a series of linked records according to the age

of the required query.

After a certain query qi, the client requests all hired CSPs

for the RDB-signature. Which in turn results from five se-

quential processes; two aggregations, two hashes, and one

encryption operation. The multiple hashing allows the client

to recognise the affected record if internal abuse occurs. At

first, each CSP collects all records’ hashes of each table to

produce a table hash value. Next, CSP collects all tables’

hashes to produce the RDB-signature value. Finally, CSP

encrypts the produced RDB-signature result using either the

applied HE or any more affordable public key specified by

the client. As the purpose of encrypting RDB-signature is

only to keep this data from pollution attacks until it reaches

the client. In other words, every CSP will do the following

operations to send the RDB-signature to the client:

1) Independent aggregation of all records hashes in a

specific table.

2) Independent production of each table hash value.

3) Independent aggregation of all the table hashes.

4) Independent production of database hash (RDB-

signature).

5) Independent encryption of the RDB-signature using

asymmetric cryptography.

6) Independent sending of the RDB-signature to client.

Whenever the client receives the RDB-signature after qi
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from all CSPs, the client will use the private key to read

the data and compare it with its consorts. The outcome of

a verification process is either a commit (if more than two-

thirds return an identical result) or a decision to pre-request

the RDB-signature. Table 1 summarised the design protocol.

TABLE 1: BC over cloud-RDB methodology protocol.

1. Client : Homomorphically Encrypt Data
c = EncPuk(m).

2. Client → CSP No.1 : Store [encrypted data (c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn)]
in DB based on BC.

Client → CSP No.2 : Store [encrypted data (c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn)]
in DB based on BC.

Client → CSP No.3 : Store [encrypted data (c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn)]
in DB based on BC.

Client → CSP No.4 : Store [encrypted data (c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn)]
in DB based on BC.

3. Client → CSP No.1 : query1 [Cr = cx ⋄ cy ].
Client → CSP No.2 : query2 [Cr = cx ⋄ cy ].
Client → CSP No.3 : query3 [Cr = cx ⋄ cy ].
Client → CSP No.4 : query4 [Cr = cx ⋄ cy ].

4. CSP No.1 → Client : Digital Signature Hash1 [homomorphically
encrypted (DB)].

CSP No.2 → Client : Digital Signature Hash2 [homomorphically
encrypted (DB)].

CSP No.3 → Client : Digital Signature Hash3 [homomorphically
encrypted (DB)].

CSP No.4 → Client : Digital Signature Hash4 [homomorphically
encrypted (DB)].

5. Client : Decrypt Digital Signature Hash [homomor-
phically encrypted (DB)].
: Hashver = Hash1 ⊕Hash2 ⊕Hash3 ⊕

Hash4

:=

{

ifHashver = 0; true

Hashver = 1; otherwise

B. SYSTEM DATABASE SETUP

After defining the distributed CSP network’s general scope,

the system workflow definition in a single CSP is needed.

Furthermore, it is necessary to clarify the details database

structure of the proposed BC over cloud-RDB.

Two different RDBs are proposed, each with its advantages

and disadvantages, which have different impacts based on

application results. The system network setup is a common

denominator between the two systems. In contrast, the dif-

ference lies in the database velocity on which the proposal

is based. The agile BC-based RDB proposal is based on the

fast-growing or operational RDB, i.e. in about 10 min, it

computes more than two queries. In comparison, the secure

BC-based RDB depends on a slow-formed RDB. The time

interval to the next process is at least 10 min on average.

In the following Subsections III-B1 and III-B2, each system

overview are explained separately.

1) Agile BC-based RDB

The agile BC-based RDB consists of two types of related

tables: chained table and hidden table. The chained table is

composed of a set of records; each represents a block in

the BC. Consequently, the individual record has the previous

record’s hash and its unique hash value using SHA-256. The

chained table is viewed as an ordered back-linked list of

records, each record referring to the previous record in a

chain. The structure of the chained table is summarised in

Table 2.

TABLE 2: Chained table structure in agile BC-based RDB.

Size Field Description

VARCHAR
(2)

Primary key One is for alphabet and one is for data height.

VARIABLE
()

Input Stored data in homomorphic encrypted form.

VARCHAR
(256)

Previous
hash

Hash value of parent record.

VARCHAR
(256)

Record hash Hash value of the record attributes value.

Each record within the chained table is identified by a

unique primary key which consists of two alphanumeric char-

acters. The prefix character is a constant alphabet determined

by the client for each data. While the suffix is a variable

integer x, that dictates the current height of the data. Also

it expresses the type of data manipulation language (DML)

operation applied to the data, i.e. if x = 0 means "Delete";

otherwise x ≥ 1 means "Insert" or "Update". The maximum

suffix value is represented by parameter xn that determines

the records’ growth to be placed within a specific range of

Zn. After the record reaches xn, the new record will hold a

primary key with a recycled suffix value started again from

x = 1. The suffix value will indicate activating the garbage

collection mechanism to avoid overlapping the primary key

and losing the last record update, as will be explained later.

The input attribute indicates the change result of each op-

eration performed on the homomorphically encrypted data.

For the existing c1 and c2 in the database, the input value

is c3, resulting from applying a query f(c1, c2), where f ∈
{+, ×, ⊕}. This is the main attribute that the research seeks

to verify is not affected by the attackers.

Whereas the previous record hash attribute indicates the

SHA-256 value of the single recent previous record. Thus,

each record contains its own previous record hash within its

own record attributes. The sequence of hashes linking each

record to its origin creates a chain going back to the first

record ever produced. The first record in BC-based RDB

protocol contains a previous hash value equal to zero. Lastly,

each record in the chained table also has a current record hash

attribute. Which stamped string generated by the SHA-256

applied in the entire record attributes’ values.

Therefore, the visualisation of the chained table is a set of

records chaining vertically to each other. This vertical stack

of records chain is served in a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) man-

ner. The length of the records chain represents the database

security parameter (λ) determined by the client.

On the other hand, the hidden table is interpreted as a his-

torical log to guide the processing chained table to the current

data state. So, each chained table is indexed by a hidden table
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to determine the current data height xn and apply the next

DML. Consequently, the hidden table consists of the chained

table primary key field stored into two attributes. Also, the

variable integer field keeps only the last height xn the data

have reached in the chained table. The structure of the hidden

table attributes are summarised in Table 3.

TABLE 3: Hidden table structure.

Size Field Description

VARCHAR
(1)

Data Id Alphabet character in the Primary key of
chained table

VARCHAR
(1)

Data height Integer number in the Primary key of
chained table

2) Secure BC-based RDB

The secure database architecture is the same as the agile

database structure, consisting of two types of tables; chained

table and hidden table. Nevertheless, the distinctive contribu-

tion to the secure BC-based RDB proposal is that the chained

table has attributes that carry the record nonce, the current

computation target, and the PoW mathematical result value.

Table 4 illustrates the chained table building structure in the

secure BC-based RDB.

TABLE 4: Chained table structure in secure BC-based RDB.

Size Field Description

VARCHAR
(32)

Nonce Variable number CSPs change to get a
hash of the record that is below the target.

VARCHAR
(2)

Primary key One is for alphabet and one is for data
height.

VARIABLE
()

Input Stored data in homomorphic encrypted
form.

VARCHAR
(256)

Record tar-
get

Received goal that accompanying the cur-
rent computation query.

VARCHAR
(256)

Previous
hash

Hash value of parent record.

VARCHAR
(256)

Record hash Hash value of the record attributes value.

VARCHAR
(256)

PoW
solution

Proof of work hash result numerically less
than the target.

The nonce attribute indicates the variable value that de-

termines the validity of CSP computations. Whereas, target

attribute contains a 256-bit value that the client creates and

sends along with the computation request to all CSPs. It is an

essential indicator of the correctness of the PoW. The PoW

solution’s size must be equal to or less than the maximum

size of the target added to the database. The PoW attribute

contains the resultant valid hash value that CSP found after

running a PoW function, as we will explain in Subsection

IV-B.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT AND PROCESSING

PROTOCOL

This section details the processing system and describes

the running protocol on every proposed RDB. We simulate

the both agile BC-based RDB and secure BC-based RDB

structure using MySQL Workbench 8.0 CE [65].
Once the homomorphically encrypted data is released on

multiple distributed CSPs, the client outsourced operations to

CSPs. Each CSP changes the client’s data following the query

requirements. The verification mechanism begins when the

client requests the RDB-signature value based on SHA-256

from all CSPs at a particular time. This is the consensus value

that most CSPs should match. In other words, it is a value

that checks that the requested queries match the operations

that each CSP has implemented on the client’s data. In this

way, the client himself verifies the consensus of CSPs on the

correctness of the applied processes. The client abides by

the honesty of consensus when more than half of the CSPs

have identical RDB-signature values. If the similarity of the

RDB-signature values is less than two-thirds of the number

of CSPs, the client must repeat the verification process. The

formal specification for the client’s self-verification of the

consensus of CSPs is as follows.
Let Consensus :=

∏h

i=1
fi represent a consensus proto-

col over a set of h hired CSPs, each executing an exclusive set

of computations, fi. Client state rsig = v, sig; v is a strictly

increasing verification order, and sig is a RDB-signature

produced of one verification order. When the majority of

CSPs give a same value csig of received signature values

rsig to the client the client commit the result. Otherwise pre-

request psig the signature value (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Client verification protocol based on BFT con-

sensus =
∏h

i=1
f
0,csig
i

1: for fv,sig
i do

2: set i = CSP (d)
3: set signaturei!(rsig)
4: if

∣

∣sig1v
∣

∣ > 2

3
h then

5: Commit (v, rsig)

6: else if sig 6= csig then

7: psig
v,sig
i

8: end if

9: end for

The slightest alteration in a data record will affect the va-

lidity of the RDB-signature values consensus. The following

subsections will explain how the client can detect even the

trivial attack in the data record.

A. AGILE BC-BASED RDB

To mimic the chaining process in the chained table, two

functions are created:

• RecordHash() to produce the current record hash.

• PreviousHash() to call the previous record hash

values based on the data primary key variable.

The scripts shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the function

creation codes to produce both hashes in one record. Fig. 4

imitates the CSP application of the different DML operations

in the agile BC-based RDB.
All DML will be treated to insert statements. The deletion

request will assign the primary key suffix zero, where the

added request will initiate a new record-holding a suffix with

a value started from one. Moreover, the update statement will

increase the maximum height of data by one.

VOLUME 4, 2016 7
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FIGURE 2: Function creation code to produce the current

record hash in the agile BC-based RDB.

FIGURE 3: Function creation code to produce the previous

record hash.

FIGURE 4: Simulation of CSP application of DML query in

the agile BC-based RDB.

This layout would allow the data to increase exponentially

in a short period; unlike BC technologies, massive data

growth is inconsistent with the database’s versatility.

Therefore, this paper proposes a garbage collection func-

tion to clean up the old and deleted records database. Algo-

rithm 2 illustrates the process of garbage collection function.

Two conditions must be fulfilled to activate the garbage col-

lection mechanism. Otherwise, the table continues inserting

a new record from a different DML. Which they are:

1) Length (l) of chaining the produced records is equal to

or greater than database security parameter (λ).
2) Primary key-suffix is reaching the max limit (xn).

The first condition ensures that the records chain is not

weakened or lost. Whereas, the second condition is to recycle

and refresh suffix data for every certain prefix. If the require-

ments are met before the new DML request, the garbage

collection process will omit the following:

1) Record(s) with a suffix value equal to zero.

2) Record(s) before the current suffix with an identical

prefix.

However, garbage collection will inadvertently disrupt

the chain of records, especially if many different data are

manipulated. Thus, many orphan records will be randomly

dispersed in the table. A re_chaining function is a refreshing

approach that always follows the garbage collection function

where is a need to update the records chain. Therefore, saving

the stability of the records chain and preparing the database

for inserting a new record. In more depth, the fundamental

purpose of this method is to reorganise the records chain

structure, thus preventing it from being lost. re_chaining

operation depends on the solution perspective of the BC

fork problem. Its rule is as follows "the longest chain of

blocks is considered is the active version of the BC" [60]. In

compliance, after garbage collection operations, the longest

chain will be the leading chain, and all the orphan records

followed using FIFO manner. Algorithm 2 explained the

re_chaining function that occurs after the garbage collection

process has been triggered.

B. SECURE BC-BASED RDB

The fundamental structure for secure BC-based RDB is the

agile BC-based RDB. Also, the data computation process

follows the specifications of agile system data (see Fig. 5).

However, this proposal differs in its reliance on PoW that

shielded database records. Each hired CSP has to make PoW

mathematical efforts to produce a new record in the database.

The CSP must find the hash value below the current target

value to add a new record to the database. In this assumption,

the client is the one who adjusts the difficulty of the target,

therefore, controls the database performance for record in

proportion to the database security. Depending on the Bitcoin

approach, the client controls the difficulty to resolve the PoW

on an average of 10 min to accept adding a newly created

record to the database. Based on equations in Subsection II-B

the client has to calculate the difficulty value and therefore

determine the target before any request from CSPs.

8 VOLUME 4, 2016
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Algorithm 2 Formal specification of CSP computation query

protocol.

1: if limPxi→Pxn
f(Px) then

2: if l ≥ λ then

3: call GARBAGE_COLLECTION( )

4: call RE_CHAINING( )

5: else if DML delete set x = 0
6: DML insert set x = 1
7: DML update set x++
8: end if

9: end if

10: procedure GARBAGE_COLLECTION( )

11: for every Pxcurrent = Pxi do

12: Delete x = 0
13: Delete x < xcurrent

14: end for

15: end procedure

16: procedure RE_CHAINING( )

17: if (li == lmax) then

18: set li ← chain {V}
19: if Q 6= 0 then

20: for (Pxi == Px0 , Pxi /∈ Q, Pxi ++) do

21: return Pxi ∈ Q
22: else skip

23: end for

24: end if

25: end if

26: end procedure

FIGURE 5: Simulation of CSP application of DML query in

the secure BC-based RDB.

Hence in the secure BC-based RDB, once CSP wants to

insert a new record, CSP should find the PreviousHash()

and RecordHash() first, then determine the record PoW

value that below the record target, by inserting a random

nonce in PoW(). Fig. 6 represents a very simplified PoW()

function that is called by each CSP. Thus, If the attacker

tampers with one record data, he/she has to recalculate the

PoW of all following records. Thus, the workload on the

attacker constituted a vast budget and required an avalanche

of electricity without financial returns.

FIGURE 6: PoW function code in the secure BC-based RDB.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section aims to analyse our BC over cloud-RDB pro-

posal from a security point of view to ensure that the study

objective is consistent with the findings. We also provide

cost, performance and implementation analyses of both pro-

posed systems to present to the client the fundamental dif-

ferences between the two systems. We exclude from our

estimates the costs of hiring CSPs.

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Proposal BC over cloud-RDB fulfils the research objective

by providing the three primary security features of data

processed in the cloud: privacy, confidentiality, and integrity.

Privacy and confidentiality are provided using asymmetric

HE cryptosystems. It allows the desired queries to be applied

to the encrypted data without accessing the private decryption

key or exposing confidential information. BC components on

an RDB validate the integrity of the processes applied to the

data and detect and prevent any internal attacks.

The research assessment of data integrity relies on the

trust model presented in [66], which is a study based on

CSA service challenges to develop a metric to evaluate the

strength of data security in various dimensions of cloud

computing by measuring access policy and data integrity

strength. The power of data integrity for any system was
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classified according to the system’s availability and inclusion

of certain conditions. The first requirement is to encrypt the

data using a robust public-key cryptosystem. The second is to

use the hash function and take advantage of the fixed length

of the digest. The third is to use both cryptography and hash.

Finally, the last requirement is the ability of the system to

detect and correct. The proposed system offers the maximum

data integrity verification against computational tampering

attacks by achieving all trust system requirements.

Therefore, the proposal BC-based RDB achieved the ob-

jectives of the research as follows:

• Data privacy: The proposed system achieves privacy

by taking advantage of the HE cryptosystem character-

istics. Keeping the private key with the client prevents

any unauthorised use or collection attacks.

• Data Confidentiality: The proposed system is confi-

dential due to the use of asymmetric HE cryptosystems.

In particular, the private key of the encrypted data owns

only licensees. Therefore, unauthorised are not allowed

to disclose the content of the data, including the CSP.

• Data integrity: The proposal prevents internal abuse

and has the advantage of identifying the record affected

by the internal attacker. If an internal threat occurs

in one of the records for both proposed databases, it

will create a corrupt RDB-signature that the consensus

process will expose. In the agile BC-based RDB, If an

incorrect operation is applied to the data record, the

attacker must regenerate a current hash value. Thus, re-

calculating all successive records’ hashes. On the other

side, the client can easily detect the failure through a

consensus mechanism. At the same time, the secure BC-

based RDB system outperforms its counterpart by mak-

ing any attack hard and nearly impossible by simulating

the PoW function. In particular, If internal threats occur

in a record, the attacker has to recalculate the hashes

of the following records and the PoW value for each

record. Thus, the PoW attack makes the system arduous

by its mechanism, which takes one day to recalculate

144 records and wasting more than 56kW 1 [67].

Compared to previous works, BC over cloud-RDB pro-

posed systems have proven their superiority by intro-

ducing a self-verification model for the client. Thus,

the proposed systems support the client to keep track

of his queries and prevent any random change. Also, if

internal breaches occur, they allow detecting damaged

data records accurately.

B. IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS

In practice, the system application to improve RDB security

involves adding extra attributes in the RDB tables. The im-

plementation of the proposed system is straightforward and

can be easily applied in any RDB system. Because it does

not need database restructuring nor additional system setup

or configuration work. Fig. 7 depicts the agile BC-based

1As of 17th August 2021

RDB system and Fig. 8 illustrates the secured BC-based RDB

system.

The proposed system is also flexible, as it can be applied

to tables that contain sensitive information in RDB and not

to all tables. Also, the proposal network can be expanded to

make more than four CSPs involved.

C. COST ANALYSIS

This paper studies the overhead cost of the client according to

the additional energy consumption factor. The cost analysis

omits other factors, such as the cost of hiring CSPs. The

agile system relies on hashing, a relatively efficient operation

that causes a slight financial burden. According to [69], the

energy expended of SHA-256 is equal to 0.4µJ for each

input byte using a CPU with a 25MHz clock rate. While

the consumed energy that clouds computing engines spend

per hashing process is much less than in ordinary computers

[70]. The cloud computing capability of various CSPs is char-

acterised by very high performance and memory speeds that

take advantage of the most compute-intensive workloads. For

instance, Emulating a single SHA-256 function in the c2-

standard instance on Google Cloud Compute Engine TM [71]

with a single-core max turbo frequency equal to 3.9GHz will

consume 1.73E−11kW/h. Thus, a new DML operation in

the agile BC-based RDB will consume only 3.46E−11kW/h

using the same instance configuration. Accordingly, a billion

DML operations will consume between 0.1J to 1J of energy

with state-of-the-art technology [72]. Therefore, the overall

cost of an agile system is considered inexpensive for the

client.

In comparison, the secure BC-based RDB wastes relatively

high energy in addition to hashing to conduct the PoW oper-

ations. The difficulty is the primary measurement that deter-

mines the overhead cost to the client, solely responsible for

setting it up. A significant difficulty means that a new record

would take more computational power to create, making the

data more secure against attacks [73]. While reducing the

difficulty contributes to reducing the time interval between

records. On the contrary, it contributes to decreasing the PoW

wasting energy and thus faster insertion of new records. Table

5 shows three interval options resulting from manipulating

the difficulty value.

It turns out that matching the PoW process to the Bitcoin

mining will consume about 395.4kW in 10 minutes for a sin-

gle record 2 [67]. While electricity prices change globally, but

the average price of electricity in the world for the business

in the second quarter of 2021 is US $1.22 3 [74]. Therefore,

the added cost to the client for PoW per record is US $48.5.

Consequently, the system’s cost of inserting records every 10

minutes consistently in one hour is US $291. In succession,

the overhead cost increases to reach more than US $6, 900
during one day. That is because PoW drained approximately

56.9kW in performing 144 records only. Nevertheless, when

2As of 17th August 2021
3As of 15th August 2021
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FIGURE 7: Agile BC-based RDB system.

the difficulty value is set to produce records every 8 minutes,

the consumed energy is reduced by 11kW per day. Also, it

decreases by approximately 23kW in processing PoW every

6 minutes per day. Thus, the overhead cost reduces by US

$2, 793 in producing records every 6 minutes per day than

the actual PoW mechanism. And the performance of record

production is increased by 96 records. Furthermore, in one

month, the power consumption reaches more than 1700kW

in generating one record every 10 minutes. This leads to the

client incurring substantial financial losses equivalent to US

$200, 000. While raising the difficulty target to a record every

6 minutes per month cuts the overhead cost by roughly half.

In addition, it increases the proposed system performance to

produce records equivalent to 51 days of processing PoW in

10 minutes.

D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND FUTURE WORK

Database latency and throughput vary according to the na-

ture and requirements of the data owner and the business

type [68]. The high-throughput database in which a massive

number of new records are generated in a fast manner.

Any problem in the performance of the database may affect

the business capital. Therefore, to not hinder the efficiency

of the database, a lean and flexible security proposal is

TABLE 5: Overhead costs & system performance for secure

BC-based RDB.

Measuring

parameters

Proof-of-Work every

10 min 8 min 6 min

Number of record (Record)

1 hour 6 7 10
One day 144 180 240
One week 1008 1260 1680
One month 4380 5475 7300

Power consumption (kilowatts)

1 hour 2.3724kW 1.8979kW 1.4234kW
One day 56.938kW 45.551kW 34.163kW
One week 398.56kW 318.85kW 239.14kW
One month 1731.9kW 1385.5kW 1039.1kW

Overhead cost (US $)

1 hour $291 $233 $175
One day $6, 985 $5, 589 $4, 192
One week $48, 898 $39, 123 $29, 342
One month $212, 474 $169, 998 $127, 499

needed. The agile BC-based RDB is suggested for this type

of fast productivity database. However, it will slightly slow

down the writing process because CSP processes two hash

functions for each new record. As for the secure BC-based
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FIGURE 8: Secured BC-based RDB system.

RDB, it is utilising PoW function, which affects the system

performance as shown in Table 5. The lightest proposed

system produces 10 records per hour, i.e. a total of 240

records during the day. Thus, we recommend this proposal

for the database with low throughput productivity.

To simulate a working environment with a higher level of

security, we recommend merging the two proposed structures

into a database. Therefore, the agile structure is applied to

tables containing data in permanent processing and is not

highly important. On the other hand, the security system is

applied to tables containing critical data that do not need

continuous processing.

In general, in achieving the natural outsourcing computa-

tions, the client uses one CSP to store their data and extract

their computations’ request results. However, in this pro-

posal, the overhead cost on the client will increase fourfold.

This is because the client will use at most four CSP to carry

out the same work required from a single CSP. Moreover,

when applying the second system that includes the PoW

mechanism, a client will be billed extra to achieve the level of

data security that the system proposes. In future work, we aim

to use IOTA Tangle to improve the proposal’s performance to

be compatible with the Internet of Things (IoT) environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

Cloud databases should have a reliable authority control

security apparatus to follow data modifications. Specifically,

cloud databases are problematic since they can be manipu-

lated even without the acknowledgement of the data owner.

As such, blockchain technology should be used to rejig

the building structure of the cloud database and arrive in

a decentralised manner between the cloud service provider

and the client. This paper introduced two relational database

enhanced systems based on blockchain; agile BC-based RDB

and secure BC-based RDB. The proposed systems devel-

oped the cloud relational database structure by adding extra

attributes to chain records based on SHA-256. Also, both

simulate the decentralisation by distributing the developed

database to at least four cloud service providers. Once a query

is requested from the client, the hired cloud service providers

have to update their database and link the new record(s) to

the previous chain of records. When the client requests, they

produce a RDB-signature to send to verify their consensus on

the same result. The analyses showed that the agile BC-based

RDB system is inexpensive and wastes slightly additional

energy, with a maximum value of 1 joule. Thus this system

has proven its value in high-throughput databases. In com-

parison, the secure BC-based RDB is superior to the security
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offered by its counterpart by relying on the proof of work

mechanism. However, it is a financially stressful and arduous

system. Generally, the adoption of the proposed systems is

easy to implement as it does not require any restructuring

of the database or cloud computing system. The proposal

systems could be merged or tweaked to satisfy the clients’

needs.
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